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Cytochromec oxidase (CcO) participates in cellular respira-
tion by coupling the four-electron reduction O2 f H2O with
transmembrane proton pumping.1 The CuA center of CcO is
the first destination in electron transfer (ET) from cytochrome
c to the CuB-hemea3 pair, where O2 reduction occurs. Several
similarities exist between CuA and blue-copper sites, including
their analogous cupredoxin folds, copper-thiolate ligation, and
ET function. In contrast with the monomeric blue-copper sites,
however, EPR,2 EXAFS,3 and recent X-ray crystal structures4

have shown that CuA is a delocalized mixed-valence Cu dimer
bridged by two cysteine sulfurs (S(Cys)) and, in this regard,
more closely resembles the mixed-valence iron-sulfur ET
clusters. In this communication, we explore the contributions
of Cu-ligand and Cu-Cu bonding to valence delocalization
and ET in the CuA site of CcO. Sulfur K-edge X-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) provides the first direct experimental probe
of copper-sulfur covalency in the half-occupied highest-energy
molecular orbital (HOMO) of CuA and two structurally-defined
dithiolate-bridged models, delocalized mixed-valence15a and
dicupric2.5b The Cu coordination environment of each system
is shown in Chart 1. Electronic absorption (Abs) and magnetic
circular dichroism (MCD) spectroscopies are used to measure
the total inter-ion electronic coupling in CuA and 1 through
identification of the Class III mixed-valenceψ f ψ* transi-
tions.6 The results from these techniques combine to define
the pathways for delocalization in CuA and1 and to describe
the individual Cu-S and Cu-Cu contributions to this process.
The S K-edge data additionally reveal significant anisotropic
Cu-ligand covalency, permitting comparison of competing N-
and S-based ET pathways to and from the CuA site.

The normalized S K-edge XAS spectra of1, 2, CuA, and
oxidized plastocyanin (Pc) are shown in Figure 1 with the
renormalized pre-edge features displayed in the inset.7 As
previously described,8 the intensity of a S pre-edge absorption
feature is directly related to the %S character,R′2, in the half-
occupied HOMO,Ψ* ) (1 - R′2)1/2(Cu 3d)- R′(S 3p). S
K-edge and XR-SW results8 indicate that Pc has a S(Cys)
covalency of 38%. Using the Pc covalency as a reference, the
%S covalency is found to be 13% in CuA, 14% in1, and 25%
in 2. The value obtained for2 reflects the covalency for each
Cu site since both have one d-orbital hole. As there is only
one hole shared between the two Cu centers in both CuA and1,
their covalencies obtained above must be doubled to determine
the total HOMO S covalencies, giving congruent values of 26
and 28%, respectively.
Abs and MCD spectra of CuA sites are dominated by three

strong features below 25 000 cm-1.2b,11,14 The lowest energy
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Figure 1. S K-edge XAS spectra of Pc,8 CuA, and models1 and2.
Inset: Renormalized pre-edge intensities shown from 2467.5 to 2471.5
eV.

Chart 1
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of these, occurring at 13 000 cm-1 in Bacillus subtilisCcO,7 is
assigned as the Class III mixed-valenceψ f ψ* transition6,9
on the basis of the large change in Cu‚‚‚Cu separation observed
to accompany this excitation in near-IR resonance Raman
experiments.6,12 This transition involves electron promotion
between related symmetric and antisymmetric MOs of the
delocalized dimer, which leads to resonance enhancement of
totally-symmetric Raman vibrations that reflect these bonding
changes.6 In the Class III delocalization limit, this transition
energy relates directly to the ground-state electronic-coupling
matrix element, HAB, which is responsible for valence delocal-
ization: Eψfψ* ) 2HAB.13 2HAB in CuA is therefore experi-
mentally determined to be 13 000 cm-1. A similar isolated low-
energy feature is observed at 5600 cm-1 in Abs and MCD
spectra of114 and is assigned as theψ f ψ* transition in this
dimer. This assignment is supported by XR-SW calculations,5a,7,14

which indicate∼23% HOMO S covalency and predict this
transition to occur at 4800 cm-1, with no other dipole-allowed
electronic transitions in this region.
From the Abs, MCD, and S K-edge results, MO splitting

diagrams are constructed for CuA (Figure 2a) and1 (Figure 2b)
that describe the independent contributions,|h|, of Cu-S and
Cu-Cu bonding interactions to inter-ion electronic coupling.
XR-SW calculations on1 predict a HOMO involving an in-
planeπ-bonding combination of Cu monomeric orbitals (πb with
respect to the metals), theπ-antibonding combination (π*) being
filled and at deeper energy (Figure 2b). Significantly, the greater
energy of theπb combination than itsπ* counterpart indicates
that this splitting in1 is dominated by Cu-S interactions (since
dominant Cu-Cu interactions would result inπ* > πb) and
demonstrates that valence delocalization in1 is mediated by
the bridging ligation rather than by direct Cu-Cu overlap. On
the basis of the large Cu-Cu separation in1 (rCu-Cu ) 2.9Å)
we assume that only ligand contributions to HAB are significant
in this dimer, such that 2|hCu-S| ≈ 2HAB ) 5600 cm-1 (Figure
2b). The similar Cu-S HOMO covalencies measured for1
(28% S) and CuA (26% S) (Figure 1) further suggest that the
increase of 2HAB in CuA to 13 000 cm-1 is not due to a large
increase in|hCu-S| but is instead due to a direct Cu-Cu bonding
interaction (|hCu-Cu|) resulting from the significantly-shorter
Cu-Cu separation in CuA (rCu-Cu≈ 2.5Å). These observations
experimentally exclude aπb-π* delocalization pathway in CuA
analogous to that in1 (since increasing 2|hCu-Cu| in a πb-π*
pathway (Figure 2b) would decrease the experimental 2HAB)
and implicate instead aσb-σ* pathway, for whichhCu-S and
hCu-Cu contribute with the same sign to HAB (Figure 2a). On
the basis of the similar Cu-S covalencies in CuA and1, the
value of 2HAB observed in1 provides an estimate of the
superexchange contribution to 2HAB in CuA (2|hCu-S| in Figure
2a), while the remaining∼7400 cm-1 is then attributable to

direct Cu-Cu σb-σ* splitting of these orbitals.15 Therefore,
in contrast with delocalization in1, which is mediated exclu-
sively by the sulfur bridges (Figure 2b), the pathway for
delocalization in CuA is seen to contain comparable contributions
from both Cu-Cu and Cu-S interactions. These results provide
a basis for understanding the origin of valence delocalization
in CuA and1: The delocalization observed in1 indicates that
the value of 2HAB ) 5600 cm-1 is large relative to the vibronic
trapping energetics of this dimer. Comparing the delocalization
pathway of1, which contains significant S covalency but little
or no direct Cu-Cu interaction, to that in the structurally-similar
valence-trapped S) 1/2 [Fe2(µ-S)2]+ ferredoxins (2HAB ≈ 2000
cm-1), which involves predominantly a direct Fe-Fe interaction
and little or no Fe-S covalency,9,16 shows that electronic
coupling in 1 is indeed large and emphasizes that bridging
superexchange contribution can be an efficient mediator of
valence delocalization. Direct 2.5 Å Cu-Cu bonding interac-
tions in CuA more than double the magnitude of 2HAB relative
to the already large value found in1, thus stabilizing the
delocalization of CuA despite its lower-symmetry protein
environment.
While no specific pathway for Cytc f CuA ET has been

identified, CuA to hemeaET has been proposed to involve Cu-
N(His) ligation1b,4c since this accesses the shortest pathway.
Previous studies have shown that the rate of ET,kET, between
a donor and an acceptor is proportional to (R′2)2.13b,c,17 From
this study,R′2(Cys). R′2(His) (13%/S(Cys) (Figure 1)Vs∼1-
3%/N(His) from ENDOR18), from which kET(S(Cys))/kET-
(N(His)) ≈ 19-169. From this ratio and estimation of an ET
decay parameter of∼0.6 per covalent bond,19 a S(Cys) ET
pathway could contain∼5-10 covalent bonds more than a
competing N(His) pathway and still achieve a comparablekET.
Thus, the relatively high S(Cys) covalency in the CuA HOMO
could contribute significantly to both Cytc f CuA and CuA f
heme a ET processes in CcO, analogous to the effects of
anisotropic covalency observed in Pc ET kinetics.17 It is
interesting to note that CuA ET is faster than that of the blue
copper center in the multicopper oxidases20 despite CuA having
reduced superexchange ligand covalencies and less efficient
donor-to-acceptor ET pathways; this observation supports the
possibility that the delocalized mixed-valence binuclear structure
of CuA contributes significantly to its ET function.
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Figure 2. D2h-idealized MO splittings in (a) CuA and (b)1, showing
the separate contributions of Cu-S (hCu-S) and Cu-Cu (hCu-Cu) bonding
interactions to 2HAB.21 σ andπ labels refer to the symmetries of Cu-
Cu interactions only. The specific energies shown result from|hCu-S|
R (R′(S))2 and |[hCu-Cu(π, 2.9 Å)]/[hCu-Cu(σ, 2.5 Å)]| ) 0.01. The
nonzero value forhCu-Cu (π, 2.9 Å) is included in b to illustrate that
this interaction opposes the effect of superexchange in this splitting.
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